STUDENT LEADERSHIP

We value the positive contributions of all students at Noarlunga Downs P-7 and aim to build capacity and confidence in decision making and promote citizenship and social inclusion.

Where can student voice be heard?

- Classroom lessons/projects/units of work
- Action Committees
- Class Meetings
- Peer Mentoring and Buddy Class
- Self, class and teacher evaluation
- School policy and decision making
- School community decisions
- Student Leadership Committee
- Yard activities – Play At Lunchtimes
- Fundraising
- Event organisation

Student Leaders will have the opportunity to:

- Represent their fellow students on the SLC and other committees.
- Provide leadership to their peers.
- Develop leadership skills.
- Learn about the operation of committees.
- Learn about the initiation and management of change.
- Serve the school community.

Teacher expectations:

- Have a timetabled spot for Class Meetings/Circle Time.
- Hold weekly Class Meetings.
- Model meeting procedures.
- Help students negotiate actions.
- Follow the election process to elect the SLC reps.
- Use student voice in negotiating learning.